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AbstractThe paper presents the wind tunnel simulation of a helicopter model in shipboard operations. The test rigconsists of a scaled helicopter model and a simplified ship model, based on the geometry of the SimpleFrigate Shape 1. In the first phase of the experiment, pressure and Particle Image Velocimetry survey ofthe flow field on the flight deck were performed without the presence of the helicopter, to study the flowfeatures on the ship deck, for several wind conditions obtained modifying the wind speed and direction.The influence of Atmospheric Boundary Layer was investigated as well. Then, the rotorcraft was positionedin a series of points representative of both a typical fore-aft landing trajectory toward the deck, and avertical descent on the deck. Loads generated by the rotor were monitored by means of a six-axis loadcell. Particle Image Velocimetry of the ship wake and of the helicopter inflow were carried out in order tohave a better understanding of how the interacting flow fields affected the helicopter performance. Thetest showed a significant effect of the mutual aerodynamic influence between the helicopter and the shipmodel and a limited effect of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer.
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NOMENCLATURE
A Rotor disc area
c Blade chord
cP Pressure coefficient, 2(P − P∞)/(ρU2∞)
cT Thrust coefficient, T/ (ρΩ2R2A)
cM Moment coefficient,M/ (ρΩ2R2AR)ABL Athmospheric Boundary LayerGVPM Galleria del Vento Politecnico di Milano
MTIP Mach Number at blade tip
R Rotor disc radius
ReTIP Reynolds Number at blade tip,
ΩRc/ν
VIND Rotor induced velocity
U∞ Wind velocity
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β Ship sideslip angle
µ Advance ratio, U∞/(ΩR)
Ω Rotor rotational frequencyABL Athmospheric Boundary LayerGVPM Galleria del Vento Politecnico di MilanoIGE In Ground Effect conditionOGE Out of Ground Effect conditionPIV Particle Image Velocimetry
1. INTRODUCTION
Helicopters, owing to their ability of managing hov-ering flight, are regularly required to perform chal-lenging missions in which they have close inter-action with obstacles in the surrounding environ-ment, such as search and rescue missions, urbantransport, medical emergency services and offshoreoperations. The aerodynamic interaction could beeven more complicated when the environment ismoving by itself, like operation on moving decksor manoeuvring in gusty wind condition. The com-plex flow-field developed in these situations, dueto large vortical structures detached by the hull orthe deck, negatively affects the performance andhandling qualities of the helicopter and may endan-ger the safety of flight, since the pilot workload in-creases significantly.When the wind influence is taken into account to-gether with ship motion, it is possible to define a
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dynamic-interface safe operating envelope which isunique for every helicopter/ship combination. Anal-ysis of safety operating limits for such demandingtasks is inevitable and can be done either througha series of flight tests at sea or development ofDynamic Interface Simulation(DIS). The flight testsare typically high costs and in general difficult tobe performed since the proper weather conditionsmust be met. Consequrently, the construction ofthe dynamic-interface requires a large amount ofengineering/pilot judgment and, unless the criticalconditions are flown, it is usually very conservative1.The development of Dynamic Interface Simula-tion can remarkably reduce the cost and hazard oftime-consuming at-sea test campaigns2. However,the full CFD simulation of the ship to catch the inter-active flowfield is computationally expensive, and itis often not fully representative of the mutual in-fluence between the ship wake and the helicopterwake and the correctness of the overall solution ob-tained by the principle of superposition is highlyquestionable, as shown in Ref3.A better understanding of the airwake generatedby helicopter-ship interaction is of great importanceand it has been the major focus of extensive nu-merical and experimental works for over a decade,as documented by Zan4. A better understanding offlow conditions could lead to the development of amore accurate simulation environment for such de-manding operations, allowing for significant reduc-tion of the number of tests at-sea and reducing theuncertainties. At the same time this improved sim-ulation environment may be used to improve pilottraining. All those elements will increase safety ofrotorcraft operations, which is the objective of theNITROS project5. The present work falls within theframework of this project.One of the first experimental investigations inthis field was done by Zan4 at the Aerodynamic Lab-oratory of the National Research Council of Canada.The experiments were conducted at a geometricscale of 1:50 of the Canadian Patrol Frigate and CH-124 Sea King. Initial experiment presented the mea-surements of the time averaged rotor thrust co-efficients for the rotor immersed in CPF airwake6.This study has demonstrated that the reduced in-flow on the rotor, due to ship airwake, can signifi-cantly decrease rotor thrust up to 15 percent. Theresults also confirmed the strong influence of windspeed and direction on the airwake and, conse-quently, on the rotor thrust and operational enve-lope. Another experiment was conducted using thesame shipmodel, to measure unsteady loads actingon the rotor-less helicopter fuselage. A reasonablecorrelation was found between root-mean-square(RMS) loading levels and pilot workload obtained
from flight test7. The additional influence of the ro-tor downwash on the unsteady loading of the fuse-lage was also studied and compared using theserotor-less cases8.Kääriä et. al.9 proposed a different test setupto characterize the aerodynamic loading of a 1:54model-scale helicopter immersed in the airwake ofa generic frigate ship. The experiments were con-ducted in a water tunnel using a specially designedAirwake Dynamometer (AirDyn) identifying specifictime-averaged and unsteady loading characteristicscaused by the severe spatial and temporal velocitygradients in the airwake. The setup was used alsoto investigate the potential benefits of aerodynamicmodifications to the ship geometry10. They stud-ied various modifications and concluded that all ofthem are effective in reducing the RMS of forcesand moments. In particular, the promising designconcepts were a side-flap and notch modificationwhich both showed consistent improvements of 25-50 percent in RMS of loads.To identify the rotor downwash and ship airwakecoupling, flow visualization techniques have beenutilized as well, providing information on develop-ment of the interacting flowfield during the land-ing maneuver. Landman et al.11,12 conducted an ex-periment exploiting Particle Image Velocimetry(PIV)with the ship and rotor in isolation and then thecombined case in order to investigate the super-imposed velocity field and recirculation region. Fur-thermore, an extensive rotor thrust survey was con-ducted highlighting the significant variations closeto the landing deck.In addition to shipboard operation, there aresome studies regarding the interaction of rotorcraftwith simple shape obstacles like building. For in-stance, Quinliven et. al.13 evaluated the effects ofthe aerodynamic wake from a large upstream ob-ject, such as a building, on a rotorcraft operating inproximity to that object. In this experiment, smokevisualization was used with high intensity light inorder to visualize the flow field. Also, induced ve-locities were measured using the pressure probesdistributed spanwise along each blades. The resultsshowed that upwind building presence tended todecrease the induced velocities at the leading edgeof the rotor disc, which is consistent with the pres-ence of a recirculation region between the rotor andthe building.A series of experiments has been performed byZagaglia et. al.14, in which a thoroughly investiga-tion of the rotorcraft interaction with a ground ob-stacle was tested. Initially a series of tests to repli-cate different hovering conditions in absence of theexternal wind were performed14. Then, the perfor-mance of the rotor was assessed inmoderate windy
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conditions for several positions with respect to theobstacle15. The helicopter model, including a four-bladed rotor and fuselage, was positioned in differ-ent points relative to a simplified obstacle with aparallelpiped shape. The forces and moments act-ing on the rotor were measured with a six compo-nent balance nested inside the fuselage. PIV surveywas used to investigate the details of the interactingflow field. The results showed a very strong varia-tions in thrust and in-plane hub moments when thehelicopter enters in the obstacle wake15.The objective of this research is to improve thecapability to estimate the flowfield on this higly in-teractive condition. For this reason, experimentaltests are planned together with the possibility to ex-ploit this experiment to improve the fidelity of flightsimulations, including the possibility to use the re-sults of wind tunnel experiments directly as an ele-ment of a hardware-in-the-loop experiment16.The main objective of this paper is the experi-mental investigation of the interacting flow field be-tween helicopter and ship airwake while approach-ing the flight deck. Taking advantage of the largetest chamber (section 13.84 m x 3.84 m) of the WindTunnel of Politecnico di Milano (GVPM), the geomet-ric scale of 1:12.5 of Simple Frigate Shape 1 (SFS1)was considered, which resulted in a quite higherReynolds Number compared with similar investi-gations performed in the past6,9. The paper startswith the description of the experimental setup, de-scribing both models, the scaling parameters, themeasures performed and the description of themethod to reproduce the Atmospheric BoundaryLayer (ABL) in the test chamber. Then, the descrip-tion of the test points and conditions is given, pre-senting the trajectories considered representativeof a typical approach to the flight deck along thecenterline followed by an oblique path toward thelanding spot, and of a vertical descent trajectory. Fi-nally, some conclusions are drawn.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The test rig, as shown in Figure 1, consists of a heli-copter model and a simplified ship model, to whichthe bow has been cut. The helicopter model is heldby a horizontal strut fixed to a system of two mo-torised orthogonal sliding guides which is able tochange the relative position of the helicopter withrespect to the ship in both vertical and longitudinaldirections. A fixed coordinate system is defined tointroduce the test points, which represents the posi-tion of the rotor hub center with respect to the ship.TheXZ plane of this reference frame is alignedwiththe longitudinal plane of the ship that contains the
Figure 1: The test rig mounted inside the GVPM.
roll axis and the Y axis is aligned with the pitch axisof the ship, with the origin on the floor of the windtunnel and the end of the stern, see Figure 2.
2.1. Ship Model
Considering the ship landing maneuver as one ofthe most challenging missions in terms of aerody-namic interaction, the shape of the obstacle is rep-resentative of a ship geometry. However, the detailsof the ship superstructure were not considered rele-vant in this research. So, Simple Frigate Shape 1 wasselected which is a highly simplified but representa-tive ship geometry, developed as a part of an inter-national collaboration in which Canada, Australia,UK and USA evaluated the ability of CFD codes tosimulate complex airwakes17. The model, as shownin Figure 2, is a rectangular prism with a step onits rear and another prism on top which is actinglike ship superstructure. The SFS1 was scaled downwith a geometric factor of 12.5 in order to haveenough space on the flight deck for landing of thehelicopter model. The flight deck and hangar wallwere equipped with 66 and 30 pressure taps re-spectively. Furthermore, five high sensitivity Kulitetransducers, with sampling frequency of 25000 Hz,were placed along the longitudinal centerline of theflight deck in order to measure the unsteady pres-sure. The layout of the pressure taps and Kulitetransducers is shown in Figure 2. In order to inves-tigate the effect of wind direction, the ship modelwas placed on the large turntable of the test sec-tion. With the landing point placed on the center ofthe turntable, the ship can be rotated to both sides,while the landing point remains fixed with respectto the boundaries of the test section.
2.2. Helicopter Model
Helicopter model consists of a fuselage and a rotorwhich has four untwisted and untapered rectangu-
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Figure 2: Scale model of SFS1 equipped with pres-sure taps and Kulite transducers.
lar blades with NACA0012 airfoil. Since no swash-plate was implemented in the current version ofthe model, the rotor could not be trimmed and theblade pitch angle was fixed to 10◦. The rotationalspeed of the rotor was maintained in all tests bymeans of a brush-less low-voltage electrical motorwith an electric controller. A Hall effect sensor withsampling frequency of one per revolution was im-plemented which acts as the feedback signal forRPM control. The loads acting on the rotor weremeasured using a six-components balance nestedinside the fuselage with the sampling frequency of100 hz. The adopted load cell allowed force mea-surements accurate up to 0.4% of the out of groundeffect (OGE) thrust values, while moment measure-ments were accurate up to 0.48% of OGE torque.
2.3. Scaling Parameters










The rotational frequency of the rotor was se-lected high enough in order to increase the
Table 1: Parameters of Wind Tunnel (WT) model andfull scale model.
Characteristic WT model Full scaleNumber of Blades 4 4Rotor Radius(m) 0.375 4.9Angular Velocity(rad/s) 270 44.4Blade Chord(m) 0.032 0.27Free Stream Velocity(m/s) 4.76 10.29Advanced Ratio 0.047 0.047Tip Mach Number 0.3 0.63Tip Reynolds Number 2.2e5 3.9e6
Reynolds number and Mach number, while reach-ing the desired advance ratio within the limits offree stream velocity of the wind tunnel test sec-tion. Moreover, to avoid issues with vibratory loadscaused by high rotational frequency it was decidedto limit the angular speed. Consequently, a velocityscale of 1:2.16 was set, leading to frequency scaleof 6.06:1 that were maintained during all tests. Theparameters of the scaled and wind tunnel modelsare summarized in Table 1.It is worth mentioning that the ship-basedReynolds number of about 11,000 is considered tobe adequate for sharp-edged models18. Consider-ing the selected free stream velocity in this exper-iment, the ship Reynolds number, defined basedon the beam length, is about 350,000 which is wellabove than minimum required number.
2.4. PIV Setup
The PIV system comprised a Litron NANO-L-200-15Nd:Yag double-pulse laser with an output energy of200 mJ and wavelength of 532 nm, and one ImperxICL-B1921M CCD cameras with a 12-bit, 1952×1112pixel array. The laser was positioned on a suitablestrut downstream of the ship model so that thelaser sheet was aligned with the XZ plane andcould span the whole shipdeck. The camera lineof sight was positioned perpendicular to the lasersheet. In order to achieve a better resolution of theimage pairs, themeasurement area comprisedmul-tiple adjacent windows (10 for the shipdeck investi-gation, 2 for the rotor inflow). The synchronisationof the two laser pulses with the image pair expo-sure was controlled by a six-channel QuantumCom-poser QC9618 pulse generator. A PIVpart30 parti-cle generator by PIVTEC with Laskin atomizer noz-zles was used for the seeding, which consisted ofsmall oil droplets with diameters of 1-2 µm. The im-age pair analysis was carried out using PIVview 2Csoftware19. The results that will be shown are theensemble-averaged measurements over 800 imagepairs. For the rotor inflow investigation, the closestpoints to the rotor plane (4.8 cm above the rotor
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Figure 3: Adopted velocity profiles for the ABL repro-duction with respect to the shipmodel. The positionof the Pitot tube on top of the ship is shown.
hub centre) were extracted so that the normal in-duced velocity could be presented for a whole lon-gitudinal diameter.
2.5. Atmospheric Boundary Layer Test Section








where α is an exponent that depends on the rough-ness of the terrain. The ABL velocity profile gener-ated in this experiment corresponds to the windprofile with α = 0.1 which is suggested By Simiuet al.21 for coastal areas.The two adopted velocity profiles for the ABL areshown in Figure 3 with respect to the ship modelsize. For further information about the features ofthe flow inside the test section, refer to Zasso etal.22. The velocity measured by a Pitot-Static probeplaced above the ship superstructure was used asa reference velocity for setting the wind tunnelspeed U∞. This choice was driven by the fact thatanemometers are usually placed close to that posi-tion in standard ships. In particular, for the actualtest campaign, the Pitot measurement point waspositioned 180 mm above and 90 mm upstream ofthe top superstructure, as shown in the sketch inFigure 3.
Figure 4: Position of the PIV investigation planes.
3. TEST POINTS AND LANDING TRAJECTORY
The experiments were conducted in two differenttest campaigns. The first campaign was focused onthe qualification of the flow field on the flight deckwithout the helicopter model. Pressure measure-ments were made for all test points with and with-out presence of the ABL. For a selected number oftests, flow field visualization was made by means ofPIV surveys in three longitudinal planes at differentspanwise locations to cover the entire flight deck.Figure 4 shows the position of these measurementplanes. To investigate the effect of the the wind ve-locity and direction, three advance ratios from threedifferent directions were examined in the experi-ment. The advance ratios are corresponding to 20,35 and 50 knots for the full scalemodel. Test param-eters of the first campaign are summarized in Table2. During the second test campaign, to simulate thelanding trajectory, the rotorcraft was positioned ina series of points representative of a typical sternlanding trajectory. The trajectory, as shown in Fig-ure 5, consists of five points (P1 to P5) that canbe divided into two distinctive segments: the ini-tial phase in which the helicopter approaches theflight deck from the stern side along the centerline of the flight deck, followed by a descent phase,i.e. an oblique path towards the landing point,which is considered close to the center of the flightdeck. Furthermore, three additional points abovethe landing point were selected to simulate a ver-tical descent (P5 to P8). Position of the rotor centerfor all test points is listed in Table 3 in which theheight refers to the vertical offset with respect tothe landing spot on the flight deck (Z−ZDECK ), and
X is the distance from the stern of the ship. Due to
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Table 2: Parameters of the first test campaign.
Test Number Advance Ratio Wind Direction No. of PIV Plane3 Boundary Layer Type1 0.0473 H 3 Smooth Flow/ABL2 0.0828 H 0 Smooth Flow/ABL3 0.1182 H 3 Smooth Flow/ABL4 0.0473 R15 0 Smooth Flow/ABL5 0.0828 R15 0 Smooth Flow/ABL6 0.1180 R15 0 Smooth Flow/ABL7 0.0473 R30 3 Smooth Flow/ABL8 0.0828 R30 0 Smooth Flow/ABL9 0.1182 R30 3 Smooth Flow/ABL













Figure 5: Side-view of landing trajectory. Circles andcrosses represent the centre of the rotor for thatparticular test condition.
limitations of the current setup, the only PIV mea-sures taken with the helicopter were at test points 1and 7 of Table 2, both with the headwind and withR30 conditions at an advance ratio of µ = 0.0473.
Table 3: Position of the rotor center
Test Point Height [mm] Height/R [-] X [mm]P1 600 1.6 500P2 600 1.6 200P3 500 1.3 -200P4 400 1.07 -600P5 300 0.8 -1000P6 400 1.07 -1000P7 500 1.3 -1000P8 600 1.6 -1000OGE 1135 3 700
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. First Campaign: Ship Airwake
Investigation
As previously stated, the first part of the test cam-paign was focused on the qualification of the flow-field on the flight deck without the helicopter. Theregions of interest investigated by means of PIV wasthe flight deck, as represented in Figure 4. The mainpurpose of this investigation was to assess the in-
fluence of three parameters (presence of the ABL,wind speed, i.e. Reynolds number, and wind direc-tion) on the flow structures above the shipdeck.Figures 6 and 7 present the comparison betweenthe flow on the deck without (Smooth flow) andwith (ABL) turbulator in terms of pressure and PIVmeasurements respectively. No significant differ-ence between the two cases can be appreciated forboth the pressure and the velocity field, hence im-plying that the ABL has not great influence on theflow developing on the shipdeck, at least for thisscale of the adopted boundary layer velocity distri-bution. This was verified as well for a case at higherspeeds (Test 3) and a case with wind coming fromR30 (Test 7), which are not reported in the presentpaper for the sake of brevity.The main flow differences were obviously foundwhen changing the wind direction. In the headwindtest condition, Figure 7, most of the air flowing onthe shipdeck comes from above the hangar, creat-ing a recirculation region past the vertical hangarwall. This flow topology is well known and is partof an arch vortex developing past a wall mountedobstacle23, in this case the hangar.Figure 8 presents the PIV measurements of Test7 (β = 30◦) with the isolated ship by meansof contours of the in-plane velocity magnitudeand streamlines, for the three selected longitudinalplanes. Y/R = −0.8 corresponds to a plane closeto the port side of the ship. In this plane, a recircu-lation region starts to develop close to edge of thehangar, while most of the shipdeck remains unaf-fected since in this region the air does not flow pastthe hangar step before arriving to the deck. Movingstarboard, the recirculation region increases in sizeand thus the portion of the shipdeck interested bylow-speed flow increases as well. Eventually, it canbe appreciated for Y/R = 0.8, the most starboardinvestigation plane, the low-speed region covers al-most entirely the deck.
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(a) Smooth flow (b) With ABL
Figure 6: Pressure coefficient contours of the isolated ship, comparison with and without ABL, U∞=4.8 m/s
β = 0◦.
(a) Smooth Flow (b) With ABL
Figure 7: PIV measurements of the isolated ship. Contours of the in-plane velocity magnitude and stream-lines in the symmetry plane (Y/R = 0), comparison with and without ABL, U∞=4.8 m/s, β = 0◦.
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(a) Y/R = −0.8 (b) Y/R = 0
(c) Y/R = 0.8
Figure 8: PIV measurements of the isolated ship. Contours of the in-plane velocity magnitude and stream-lines, for three different longitudinal planes, U∞=4.8 m/s, β = 30◦.
4.2. Second Campaign: Helicopter-Ship
Interaction
During the second test campaign, to simulate thelanding trajectory, the rotorcraft was positioned ina series of points representative of a typical sternlanding approach and then on a vertical descent.Load measurements on the rotor for the two ap-proaches are shown in Figure 9, induced velocityprofiles above the rotor are in Figures 10 and 11,while pressure contours on the shipdeck are shownin Figure 12.Loads are expressed in terms of ratio with re-spect to the relevant out of ground effect (OGE)value in absence of the wind: hence thrust co-efficient is divided by the OGE thrust coefficient,
cT,OGE = 7.28 × 10−3, whereas the in-plane mo-ment coefficients were divided by the OGE torquecoefficient, cQ,OGE = 7.74×10−4. According to theload-cell axes, a positive pitchmoment correspondsto a nose-down moment, and a positive roll mo-ment promotes a rotation of the rotor thrust star-board.Let us first focus on the stern landing withoutwind in the wind tunnel. Looking at the thrust co-efficient plot of Figure 9(a), the typical thrust in-crease (up to 15%) due to ground effect can be seenas the helicopter gets closer to the landing spot
(X = −1000 mm). The same behaviour can be ap-preciated for the vertical landing as well, as plottedin Figure 10(a) where a remarkable induced velocityreduction can be appreciated when the helicopteris moved from P8 to P5. However the ground effectexperienced during the vertical landing is less in-tense with respect to the stern landing at the sameheights. For instance, when the helicopter is placedin P6 (X = −1000mm,Z−ZDECK = 400mm), therotor experiences just a 8% thrust increase with re-spect to 10% of P4 (X = −600mm, Z − ZDECK =
400 mm), which is at the same height but furtherfrom the hangar vertical wall. This is caused by thethe development of a recirculation region betweenthe hangar wall and the helicopter. This recircula-tion consists of the rotor wake that, after being de-flected by the shipdeck and by the hangar wall, isre-ingested by the rotor itself. This causes an in-creased induced velocity in the fore part of the ro-tor, together with the consequent thrust loss. A sim-ilar difference could be seen also between P3 andP7 measures that are both at the same height butdifferent distance from the hangar wall.The beneficial effects due to ground effect aremitigated in windy conditions, especially when thewind is blowing with a 30◦ angle with respect to thelongitudinal ship axis, where a 10% thrust reductioncan be seen when the helicopter is on the landing
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spot (see Figure 9(a)). This can be also seen fromthe induced velocity plots of figure 11(a), where theclassical induced velocity reduction due to groundeffect on P5 is clearly mitigated when wind is blow-ing. This is even more accentuated during a verticalapproach (see Figure 9(b)) at all points, and in partic-ular at point P8 where values below the OGE thrustare reached.Let us now consider the variation in the in-planemoment coefficients. The largemoments registeredfar from the landing spot are consistent with thefact that the experiment was carried out with arigid rotor without shaswplate and flapping hinges,hence it could not be trimmed in advanced flight.This is why we will now discuss the moments interms of variations from the furthermost helicoptercondition, the OGE condition.Considering the in-plane moments, very limitedmoment variations are appreciated in absence ofwind, for both the fore-aft and vertical approach.Larger variations were found in presence of wind, asthe helicopter entered in the airwake developed bythe ship. While the pitching moment trend duringthe fore-aft and vertical landing remains quite sim-ilar between the headwind and the R30 case, sig-nificant variations, up to 60%, can be appreciatedfor the roll moments. In particular, the roll momentremains negative and almost constant for the head-wind case, whereas a strong decrease can be notedfor the β = 30◦ case, starting from positive valuestowards an almost null value when the helicopterreaches the landing spot (P5).To have a better understanding of the interactingflow field, let us consider the pressure contours. Acomparison in the pressure coefficient between theheadwind (β = 0◦) and R30◦ (β = 30◦) is shownin Figure 12, for three different positions of the he-licopter. P5 (X = −1000 mm, Z − ZDECK = 300),which corresponds to the landing spot, P4 (X =
−400mm, Z − ZDECK = 400), which is a point onthe oblique descending path and P8 (X = −1000mm, Z − ZDECK = 600), which is the highestpoint of the vertical path. Looking at the landingspot P5, Figure 12(a), a strong high-pressure regioncorresponding to the rotor wake impingement areais clearly visible in both cases, but a deeper low-pressure on the left portion of the obstacle can beappreciated for the β = 30◦ case owing to the windblowing from the port side of the ship. cP valueshigher than one are consistent with the pressuresbeing non-dimensionalised using the wind dynamicpressure, since in the considered test conditions therotor-induced velocity was higher than the asymp-totic wind. The pressure contours remain qualita-tively similar for the other two test points, but withlower pressure peaks in correspondence to the ro-
tor wake impingement area, owing to the greaterrotor distance with respect to the shipdeck.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper a wind tunnel investigation of ahelicopter model in shipboard operations was pre-sented. The ship was equipped with several pres-sure taps, while the forces on the rotor were mon-itored by means of a six-component load cell. Par-ticle Image Velocimetry was used to investigate theflow on the shipdeck and the rotor inflow.In the first phase of the experiment, the pres-sure and PIV survey of the flow field on the flightdeck were performed without the presence of thehelicopter, to study the flow features on the shipdeck for several wind conditions, in particular to as-sess the influence of wind direction and of the At-mospheric Boundary Layer. Tests were carried outsetting as wind velocity the one measured on a ref-erence point by a Pitot-Static probe positioned onthe ship superstructure. The presence of the Atmo-spheric Boundary Layer did not affect significantlythe flow topology on the shipdeck, and this was ver-ified for different wind intensities and directions.Then, the rotorcraft was positioned in a seriesof points representative of a typical stern landingtrajectory and a vertical descent. Typical ground ef-fect thrust increase was appreciated for both land-ing trajectories, which appeared to be mitigated inpresence of the wind. However, the influence of theship airwake on the rotor inflow was not negligi-ble for different rotor positions. When the wind wasblowing from a 30◦ port direction, severe detrimen-tal effects were encountered in terms of thrust loss,especially during the vertical trajectory. The pitchmoment variations that were found when the he-licopter entered in the ship airwake did not showa large dependance on the wind directions, in con-trast to what occured to the roll moment.
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(a) Thrust coefficient, stern landing
























(b) Thrust coefficient, vertical landing



























(c) Pitch moment coefficient, stern landing





























(d) Pitch moment coefficient, vertical landing























(e) Roll moment coefficient, stern landing

























(f) Roll moment coefficient, vertical landing
Figure 9: Loads acting on the rotor. Comparison between stern approach (left) and vertical approach (right),for three different test conditions: wind-off case ("hover"), wind-on at µ = 0.0473 and β = 0◦. wind-on at
µ = 0.0473 and β = 30◦.
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(b) Wind-on at µ = 0.0473 and β = 0◦


































(c) Wind-on at µ = 0.0473 and β = 30◦
Figure 10: Longitudinal induced velocity profiles on the rotor. Comparison for different rotor positionsin different test conditions: wind-off case (a), wind-on at µ = 0.0473 and β = 0◦ (b) and wind-on at
µ = 0.0473 and β = 30◦ (c).








































































Figure 11: Longitudinal induced velocity profiles on the rotor. Comparison for in different test conditionsin different rotor position: P5 (a), P8(b).
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(a) Rotor positioned in P5, β = 0◦ (b) Rotor positioned in P5, β = 30◦
(c) Rotor positioned in P4,β = 0◦ (d) Rotor positioned in P4, β = 30◦
(e) Rotor positioned in P8, β = 0◦ (f) Rotor positioned in P8, β = 30◦
Figure 12: Pressure coefficient contours.
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